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T H E BLACK-NECKED GREBE. 
BV 

OLIVER G. P I K E , F.Z.S., F .R.P.S . 

(PLATES 3 TO 10.) 

MOST ornithologists and egg-collectors know that the Black-
necked Grebe (Podiceps n. nigricollis) nested on the Tring 
Reservoirs (Herts.), last year, so I am giving away no secrets 
when I say that my photographs and notes were obtained 
there. Personally, I am sorry that the haunt was mentioned, 
as a number of egg-collectors endes voured to take the eggs this 
year. One company of four men made a desperate effort to 
obtain the eggs, and waded out to the nest a distance of over 
one hundred yards, through a most treacherous reed-bed, 
using the " hide«" I had erected near the nest as a guide, but 
fortunately a Dabchick had its nest close to that of the Black-
necked Grebe, and when the men arrived at my hide they were 
evidently in too great a hurry to look around, for they 
failed to see the nest of the Black-necked Grebe, and went off 
with the clutch of Dabchick's eggs, no doubt thinking that 
they had the eggs of the former bird! 

My notes are confined to the birds on Marsworth reservoir, 
as I did not have time in the nesting season to watch those on 
the other reservoirs. Four birds arrived on May 10th, 1919, 
and in the evening the males were fighting desperately, while 
the two femaks kept at a distance of about twenty yards and 
watched the fight. One male was very aggressive, and 
followed the other. The battle for a time was most violent, 
the birds falling over one another in the water, dashing at 
each other and diving. I watched this for about an hour. 
The next morning there was only one pair on this reservoir, 
so I came to the conclusion that the pair that had nested here 
last year had returned, and also succeeded in driving off 
another pair that wished to remain on the reservoir. I had 
seen two pairs on Wilstone Reservoir on the 10th also, and as 
I could only see the two pairs there on the ir th, the second 
pair from Marsworth were evidently the pair that arrived 
about that date on a more distant reservoir. 
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On May n t h I watched the birds during the morning and 
evening. They were chiefly occupied in diving for food, the 
average time of remaining under being 27 seconds. On the 
12th the birds were going through their courting exercises. 
These at times are very pretty. They will face each other, 
and one gives a curious snake-like twist of the neck followed 
by a rapid shake of the head, very much like the courting 
exercise of the Great Crested Grebe, but altogether they make 
a very much greater show than the latter species. On the 
evening of the 12th, after a short courting show like this, 
both birds swam across'the reservoir and entered the reeds 
at the spot where the nest was last year. The male kept 
close to his mate, and one could not help noticing, how, if 
they passed a Coot, or if another bird approached them, he 
placed himself between the possible enemy and his mate. 

On May 13th and 14th both birds were out on the reservoir, 
and I did not see them enter the reeds, but on the 15th, they 
remained in the reeds practically all the day, and I supposed 
that they were nest-building. On the following day both 
birds again swam into the reeds at 10 a.m. At 6.30 that 
evening I saw the male bird leave the reeds at a point I was 
watching, close to where I estimated they would build, but 
there was no sign of the female. The whole of the 17th was 
spent in the same way, the male again showing himself in 
the evening. I spent about an hour in searching for the nest, 
without result. At 6.30 a.m. on the 18th both birds were 
out on the reservoir feeding, but at 10 a.m. only the male 
was to be seen, and I inferred that the hen was sitting. 

The next day I decided to have a good search for the nest, 
and in the evening my boat was driven almost as far as it 
would go into the reeds at the point where I thought the 
birds were nesting, and I noticed that the male swam up to 
the edge of the reeds and seemed very concerned, so I felt 
that I was on the right track. Later I found a nest that I 
thought was the one I wanted, but it was doubtful, as there 
were so many Dabchicks about. This nest contained four 
eggs, covered over, the covering being well trodden down, 
so that from a short distance it looked like an empty nest. 
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The Dabchick usually throws the covering material over 
loosely, so this fact alone made me think this might be the 
Black-necked Grebe's nest. It was about 25 yards from the 
bank, so I took the bearings of it as well as I could, and the 

BLACK-NECKED GREBE : The nest uncovered. 

(Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 

following morning went to the spot, and waded out to it. I 
moved just one or two reeds, so that the nest could be seen 
slightly from a tree on the banks, then climbing into this, 
and waiting a very short time, I was rewarded by seeing the 
Black-necked Grebe return to her nest, uncover her eggs, 
and settle down. 
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The following day, one of the keepers and myself constructed 
a hide on the water, about 25 feet from the nest, at which we 
were at work i j hours altogether, and the bird returned to her 
nest very soon after we left. It was not my intention to 
attempt any photography for another week. On May 24th I 
noticed both birds on the reservoir, so I waded out to the nest, 
and found that it had been robbed. We thought at the time 
that a Moorhen had taken the eggs, or a rat, as there were signs 
on the nest that one of these mammals had been there, but 
when I discovered latei on that egg-collectors were watching 
me, I am more inclined to think that one of these human egg-
robbers was the culprit. 

However, it was really a blessing in disguise, as the birds 
spent another week in courting and I saw some very pretty 
exeicises that I would o therwise have missed. They evidently 
decided to waste no time before building again, but the 
difficulty was to discover where they would build, as the reeds 
were now growing up rapidly, and becoming very dense. 
On May 25th both birds were in quite another part of the 
reservoir, and at intervals throughout the day they were 
love-making. In this, the male would often swim casually 
away from his mate for a distance of about 30 yards ; he 
would then dive, and one could tell by the actions of the 
female that he was coming towards her under the water; 
just before he appeared, she would lay her neck full length 
on the water, and raise her wings over the back in the form 
of a shield, and wait for him. With most unerring precision 
he always came up about a yard in front of her, and with head 
loweied swam rapidly to her. As they met both birds looked 
as if they were standing directly on their tails, and with necks 
extended, breasts and beaks almost touching, they faced 
one another. One woald now shake its head, and the other 
immediately followed with exactly the same action. Both 
had the head feathers erected, and for about 15 seconds 
they remained like this, but suddenly dropping to the water, 
they swam together rapidly side by side, and one would 
again shake its head and the other repeated the movement; 
then one would preen a feather on the back, and this move-
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ment was exactly followed by its companion, for 10 or 15 
yards they would swim together like this, thur bodies almost 
touching, then both dived simultaneously. After a long 
performance like this, both birds went tmough a lengthy 
toilet, washing themselves and preening their feathers. 
They ducked their heads, throwing water over their backs, 
laid their necks flat on the water, and swimming rapidly in 
this position, made a splashing by rapidly reversing, and 
beating the water with their wings. 

From May 26th to the 29th, these performances were 
repeated several times daily, although they both entered 
the reeds at various points and remained in a short time, 
but they seemed determined not to give away the spot 
chosen for their new home. On the 30th, only the male 
was to be seen during the morning, and I watched him enter 
the reeds twice in the southern corner of the reservoir, the 
place where I imagined they would build the second nest, 
as the reeds there were the most dense, and most difficult 
to search on the whole lake. For three days I waded this 
part, traversing almost every yard, and also searched with 
a boat, and in the evening of June 2nd I found a Grebe's 
nest containing two eggs, and as both Black-necked Grebes 
were in a very excited condition on the margin of the 
reeds I felt sure that this was their second nest. On 
June 6th, I placed my hide, which was built at the end 
of a punt, just at the entrance to the reeds opposite the 
nest, moving it a little nearer each evening, until on the 
10th it was in position. On the 12th, I entered the hide 
at 10 a.m. with my cameras, and a good stock of film and 
plates, and told the keeper to call for me not before 6 p.m. 
We cut a small lane in the reeds from the nest to my hide 
so that I could have a clear view for my cameras, and then 
I settled down for the day, expecting to secure a good set 
of photographs. The keeper had only been gone about a 
quarter of an hour when I saw a movement in the thick 
reeds. Suddenly there was a splash in front of the nest, 
and up came my bird as I thought, it turned its head and 
it wa3 a Dabchick ! I will not attempt to repeat what 
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followed, for if I did it would not be published ! During the 
day I made many attempts to attract the attention of the 
keeper by shouting, and each time I did this, the two Black-
necked Grebes left the reeds opposite the boat and seemed 
very concerned. I knew by this that the nest was close 
at hand, but as the reeds were so dense it seemed an almost 
hopeless task to find it. The keeper arrived at length, 
and we spent about two hours in searching for the nest, 
with no result. The following morning we again searched, 
and found another Grebe's nest about four yards from the 
Dabchick's containing three eggs. On comparing these 
with those of the Little Grebe, they were found to be 
slightly larger, and the nest itself was certainly larger, being 
half as large again. By just swerving my punt slightly, we 
got it in position, and on June 14th I again entered my hide, 
being all ready at 10 a.m. 

Exactly at 10-15 the hen Black-necked Grebe arrived, 
showing not the slightest concern at the reeds being cut 
between her nest and my boat, and she leisurely went to 
her nest and carefully uncovered her eggs, then settled 
down. She had not been sitting many minutes when the 
Dabchick arrived, coming up close to the nest. Instantly 
the Black-necked Grebe was on the alert, she stood up on 
her nest, hurriedly covered her eggs, and made a low growling 
noise like " zur-zur-zur " repeated many timss. The Dab-
chick jumped on to the nest and a desperate battle of beaks 
and wings took place. The Dabchick caught its opponent's 
beak in her own, slipped back off the nest, endeavouring 
to pull the bird above her into the watei. She almost 
succeeded in this, and actually had the Black-necked Grebe's 
head under, when the latter freed itself, and made a violent 
dash at the enemy, and succeeded in driving it away. For 
several minutes she sat on her nest looking very fierce, and 
turning her head in all directions, and not until she was 
quite sure that the Dabchick had left did she settle down. 

At 11-15 the male arrived, bringing with him a beakful 
of nesting material, which he handed to his mate. She placed 
it in position, left the eggs, and immediately swam away. 
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The male amused me very much. Never have I seen a 
bird so bored at his task of sitting upon the eggs ! For a 
short time he preened his feathers, then lolled over on his 
side with one leg waving languidly in the air, pushed his 
beak down on to his breast and closed his eyes. Now and 
then he would raise his head and peer anxiously into the 
reeds, no doubt to see if his mate was coming. But all 
the time he remained, not once did he show that he was 
conscious of having eggs underneath him. However, some
thing occurred that showed that he was well a ware of the im
portance of his charge, for during one of his sleeping bouts the 
Dabchick suddenly came up close to the nest. There was no 
hesitation in his actions then, without a moment's doubt 
he was up on the nest, and with crest raised, and wings 
open he waited for the attack. It was not long in coming, 
for the Dabchick jumped at him, and he met the enemy 
with such a rain of blows from beak and wings that it seemed 
considerably surprised, for it fell back and dived. It then 
swam round the nest under water, and the bird above 
turned on its nest watching its actions, and the instant it 
came up, he was at it again. A desperate fight took place, 
and as I had my bioscope in position I secured a record 
of the battle. When this was over he settled down once 
more, remaining on the alert for about 15 minutes, then 
again seeming to be very bored, lolled on to his right side, 
pushed out his leg, and closed his eyes. 

At 1.30 the female arrived and I never saw a bird show 
such pleasure at being relieved from his task as did the male. 
He left the nest, swam round it while his mate was settling 
down, then dived and brought up a good beakful of weeds 
from the bottom, handed these to the bird on the nest, 
repeated the dive several times, each time bringing up more 
nest material and placing it aiound the edge of the nest. 
For two or three minutes he waited near the nest, then seemed 
to swim right away, but five minutes later he was back, and 
in his beak was a large flat reed blade, longer than himself. 
Of this he seemed very proud, and placed it on the side of the 
nest, then moved to another position, and again moved it, 
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placing it immediately in front, much to my annoyance, as 
a large object like this right across the front of the nest would 
look an ugly object in a photograph, coming out as it did a 
vivid white. 

At 4.20 he arrived again, to take his tarn at sitting, and 
gave me much pleasure by removing the objectionable reed 
blade to the ether side of the nest. He still showed signs of 
boredom, and slept a good part of the time. I left my hide 
at 6 p.m. 

On June 17th, I was again in my hide, being ready for 
photography at n a.m. At 11.15 the female had returned. 
She was a great contrast to her mate, as she constantly 
turned her eggs, and showed the utmost care, and was on the 
alert the whole time. The male arrived at 12.25. He brought 
with him some nesting material, handed this to his mate, 
quickly dived and brought more, the energy he showed in 
presenting these gifts to his mate looked as if he thought that 
if he offered enough, he might be let off his task ! However, 
the hen left her eggs, and he took his turn. After this change, 
the hen added to the nest, swimming into the reeds and 
bringing back a beakful of water weeds. When she was 
sitting on the eggs, this often added material was carefully 
placed on the edge of the nest, no, doubt to be ready for 
covering up her eggs. When covering them, she was far 
more deliberate than the Dabchick, and after covering them, 
she did not dive but always swam off, and waited not far 
away in the reeds. 

The female returned to take charge at 4.35 and remained 
on the nest until I left at 6 p.m. 

The first egg hatched on June 20th. As the hen left the 
open water and remained in the reeds on May 30, I presumed 
that she began to sit on that date on the first egg laid, showing 
that incubation lasts twenty-one days. At this period the 
whole appearance of the nest altered, and from being a loose, 
rather untidy structure, it was turned into a round saucer-
shaped nest, with perfectly smooth sides, while the inside was 
also smooth. So compact was it, that at a short distance it 
looked as if it might be cut out of stone. Also when the sitting 
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bird left, if startled or otherwise, no attempt was made at 
covering the eggs, the chief reason being that there was no 
loose material on the nest with which tc do this. No doubt 
the nest became trodden down like this through the young 
bird climbing in and out, although it seemed almost im
possible for one small youngster to make such an alteration 
in such a short time. The second egg hatched the following 
day, while the third fell out of the nest into the water, and 
did not hatch. 

The first young bird to leave was taken possession of by 
the male, and the her looked after the other. For the next 
twelve days they remained with their parerts, often riding 
on their backs, and taking food that was brought to them. 
They also learned to pick up flies from the surface. From 
July 3rd to the 8th, the weather became cold and stormy, 
and all four birds remained in the reeds, but with an improve
ment taking place they came out, and at this time the young 
were very capable divers, going down and bringing up food 
for themselves, although each parent still had cnarge of one 
baby. They were a contrast to the young of the Great 
Crested Grebe of the same age, as the latter are fed almost 
entirely by the parents until the fourth week. 

At this period I had to give up systematic watching, and 
only saw the birds occasionally, as my work kept me fully 
employed, in fact all through the nesting season I was not 
able to give all the time I should have liked to th^se birds, 
but I have endeavoured to give some account of their nesting 
habits. In conclusion I want to appeal as strongly as 
possible to egg-collectors to give these beautiful and interest
ing birds a chance. If left alone they will increase, but if 
harassed by having their eggs taken, they will very soon 
be driven away to haunts farther afield. 
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BLACK-NECKED G R E B E : Arriving at the nest. 

{Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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BLACK-NECKED G R E B E : Uncovering the eggs. 

(Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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BLACK-NECKED G R E B E : On the alert, watching for the Dabchick. 

(Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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BLACK-NECKED GREBE : Female on nest, Dabchick arriving. She rapidly covered her eggs, then stood over them 
ready to receive the enemy. 

{Photogra-bhed by O. G. Pike . ) 
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BLACK-NECKED GREBE : On the alert. 

(Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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BLACK-NECKED GREBE : Female sitting, male arriving. 
{Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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BLACK-NECKED GREBE : The change. Male on nest, female leaving. Note 
the ear-tufts wet and clinging together in the male, these soon dry. 

(Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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BLACK-NECKED G R E B E : Male resting. The male brought the reed-blade seen 
in the front of the nest and repeatedly altered its position. 

(Photographed by O. G. Pike.) 
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